We present the mathematical foundation for a point-source method to solve some inverse acoustic and electromagnetic obstacle scattering problems in three dimensions. We investigate the inverse acoustic scattering problem by a sound-soft and a sound-hard scatterer and the inverse electromagnetic scattering problem by a perfect conductor. Two independent approaches to the method are presented which re ect its strong relation to basic properties of obstacle scattering problems.
1 Introduction.
For numerous applications in medicine, geophysics and material science inverse acoustic and electromagnetic scattering problems are of great importance. Since many problems in these areas are not amenable to high or low frequency approximations one has to work with frequencies in the resonance region. This paper is concerned with the development of a point-source method (PSM) for the solution of some inverse acoustic and electromagnetic obstacle scattering problems in three dimensions. Point-source methods have been recently introduced by Potthast 8] , 9] and by Colton and Kirsch 1] to solve two-dimensional scalar inverse scattering problems. Here we investigate the inverse three-dimensional scattering problems for a sound-soft acoustic scatterer, a sound-hard acoustic scatterer and the electromagnetic scattering problem for a perfect conductor.
For scattering of an incident plane wave u i (:; d) with direction of incidence d by an obstacle D we assume the far eld pattern u 1 (:; d) of the scattered eld u s (:; d) to be given. The problem is to reconstruct the unknown obstacle D. To explain the main steps let us rst investigate the inverse sound-soft acoustic scattering problem. We consider the far eld pattern w 1 (x; z) of incident point-sources w i (:; z) with source point z. The vectorx is the observation directionx 2 where denotes the unit sphere. The starting point for the PSM is the observation that there exists some explicitly given function w 1 0 (x; z);x 2 ; z 2 IR 3 such that (x; z) := jw 1 (x; z) ? w 1 0 (x; z)j (1.1) tends to zero for z ! @D. The PSM gives an explicit procedure how to compute from the measured far eld pattern u 1 (:; ?x) an approximation v 1 (x; :) for w 1 (x; :) on some exposed set G with G IR 3 approximates (x; z) on G. The PSM searches for parts of the unknown boundary @D as the surface where (x; z) is small.
A main problem is to choose an appropriate function for the di erent sound-soft, sound-hard or perfect conductor boundary condition such that (x; z) tends to zero if z tends to the boundary of the unknown scatterer. For each scattering problem we give a function and present two di erent ways to prove (z) ! 0; z ! @D. This re ects two di erent approaches to the PSM and shows that the method is strongly related to basic properties of obstacle scattering problems. The rst approach uses mixed reciprocity relations (Sections 2.2 and 3.2) and the boundary condition. The second approach uses trivial explicit solutions for scattering of incident point-sources with z 2 D and continuity properties of acoustic or electromagnetic surface potentials (Sections 2.3 and 3.3). We need continuity properties or jump-relations, respectively, which extend the classical continuity properties to potentials with kernel functions instead of mere densities and to the L p ?spaces with p 2 (1; 2) . This is worked out in Section 4.
2 Inverse acoustic scattering.
The direct and the inverse scattering problem.
We consider acoustic scattering from a sound-soft or a sound-hard impenetrable obstacle D IR 3 . We assume D to be bounded in IR 3 . For simplicity we will restrict our representation to domains with boundary of class C 2 . Let u i be a solution to We are now prepared to formulate the corresponding inverse scattering problems.
The inverse scattering problem. Given the far eld pattern for scattering of one or a number of incident plane waves by a sound-soft or a sound-hard scatterer, nd the unknown obstacle D.
Later we will use integral representations for the scattered elds. By The combined acoustic double-and single-layer potential 
Mixed reciprocity relations.
Here we present a mixed reciprocity relation on which our inversion method may be based. In contrast to the usual far eld reciprocity relation, where incident plane waves and the far eld pattern of the scattered waves are involved, or to the near eld reciprocity relation for incident point sources and measured data on a surface surrounding the obstacle we call this type of reciprocity a mixed reciprocity relation.
In the following D is either a sound-soft or a sound-hard scatterer. Let us denote by u s (:; d) the scattered eld for scattering of an incident plane wave with direction d. If the incident eld is given by a point-source (:; z) with source point z we will use w s (:; z) for the scattered eld and w 1 (:; z) for its far eld pattern. We use the constant := 1 4 for the three dimensional case. The following theorem with a di erent constant also holds in two dimensions. Proof. The proof for the sound-soft scatterer is due to Kress 6] The far eld pattern w 1 (:; z) 2 C( ) depends continuously on z in IR 3 .
Remark. The Green's function for the sound-soft scattering problem is given by w s (x; z) + w i (x; z) = w s (x; z) ? w i 0 (x; z) with w i 0 (x; z) := ? (x; z), i.e. the theorem states that the far eld pattern of the Green's function tends to zero for z ! @D. uniformly forx 2 . Note that this is di erent from the uniform convergence with respect to z 0 2 @D as given in the statement of the quoted theorem, but can be seen in the same way from the proof! We obtain the convergence ( In this section we describe a point-source method for the solution of the inverse scattering problem based either on Section 2.2 or on Section 2.3. Independently of these sections we rst describe a procedure how to compute from the far eld pattern for an incident plane wave with direction d 2 an approximation for the far eld pattern for incident point-sources or incident dipoles in the observation point ?d.
Then we develop the PSM for the inverse sound-soft and the inverse sound-hard scattering problem. and Theorem 1 we observe that 1 (x; z; a) ? 1 0 (x; z; a) = a grad z u(z; ?x) with the total eld u for scattering by the sound-hard scatterer. Thus for a = (z 0 ), z 0 2 @D, from the boundary condition we obtain that (x; z; a) tends to zero for z ! z 0 2 @D. Following the second approach we obtain the same statement as a consequence of Theorem 3. Principally we could quit at this point and use the approximation procedure of Section 2.4.1 applied to the function i 0 (x) := i (x; 0; a 0 ) to obtain on the exposed set G an approximation (x; z; M(z)a 0 ) for (x; z; M(z)a 0 ). But we would like to have the freedom to adapt the direction a independently from the rotation M(z).
Using the following trick we can avoid to compute initial approximations for all directions a 0 2 .
We apply for = 1 the approximation procedure to the function w i (:; z). Note approximates 1 (:; z; a). For a matrix function z 7 ! M(z) the approximation of 1 (:; z; a) by (:; z; M(z); a) is uniform on the set G exposed by M(z) and it is also uniform for a 2 . We may choose a in dependence of the point z, i.e. a = a(z). On the exposed set G we obtain an approximation (x; z; M(z); a(z)) := j (x; z; M(z); a(z)) ? 1 0 (x; z; a(z))j (2.55) for the function (x; z; a(z)).
The point-source method for the solution of the inverse sound-hard acoustic scattering problem searches for parts of the unknown sound-hard boundary @D as the set of points where the function (x; z; M(z); a(z)) is close to zero and the normal vector (z) of is close to a(z). The discussion of an e ective implementation of this minimization problem is not an aim of this work.
3 Inverse electromagnetic scattering. where for the last equality we used the boundary condition for a perfect conductor. By elementary calculations we may verify the equality p curl z curl z (a(y) (y; z)) = a(y) curl z curl z (p (y; z)): We will use this section to investigate the electromagnetic eld for scattering of incident electric dipoles by a perfectly conducting obstacle D when the source point z approaches the boundary @D of the obstacle. We recall that the far eld pattern for scattering of the dipole E i edp (:; z; p) is denoted by E 1 edp (:; z:p). Proof. We will only present the proof of (3.23), the proofs of the other parts of the theorem are parallel to the proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. From Section 3.1
we obtain for the far eld pattern E 1 edp (:; z; p) the representation E 1 edp (:; z; p) = ? 2 3.4 The point-source method for inverse electromagnetic scattering from a perfect conductor.
In this section we describe a point-source method to solve the inverse electromagnetic scattering problem from a perfect conductor.
An approximation procedure.
In the present section we show how to obtain on some exposed set G an ap- (3.27) with g given by (2.43 approximates E (x; z) on the set G exposed by M.
The PSM searches an approximation for a part of the unknown boundary @D as a set of points where the function E (z; M(z); p(z); q) is close to zero and where p(z) (z); z 2 is small. Here denotes a unit normal vector of the surface .
The investigation of e ective implementations of the search is beyond the range of this work.
4 Properties of potentials with L p -kernels.
Regularity properties of acoustic and electromagnetic potentials on surfaces have been investigated and used extensively in direct and inverse scattering theory. Here we investigate jump-relations or continuity properties, respectively, of potentials with L p -kernels. In contrast to the classical jump-relations instead of a potential with density '(y) we we have a potential with a density-kernel k(x; y) and instead of the behaviour of the complex number f(z) := R @D '(y) (z; y)ds(y) for z ! @D we investigate the behaviour of the function f(x; z) := R @D k(x; y) (z; y)ds(y); x 2 @D, for z ! @D where f(:; z) is element of an appropriate function space. Since in the sections 2.3 and 3.3 we need k(x; y) to be weakly singular we will have to work with L p -kernels. 
The convergence is uniform for z 0 2 @D. and we obtain c := sup h2(0;h 0 ) R @D j~ (y; z 0 ; h)jds(y) < 1 in the same way than in the acoustic cases. We can use (4.4) for A h ?A ?h to estimate its norm X p ! L p (@D) uniformly for h 2 (0; h 0 ). Then from (4.12) with the help of the Banach-Steinhaus
Theorem we obtain (4.13).
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In the same way than Lemma 9 we obtain Lemma 11 The operators M and NPS 0 are bounded in L p (@D). The operator I + M + iNPS 2 0 is continuously invertible in L p . 2
